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Abstract 
 

Purpose: The main purpose of this study/thesis is to, through an interview with researchers in 

medical field in Jönköping,  provide an empirical analysis of the link or relationship between medi-

cal researcher and patient through social networking sites specifically for collaboration in order to 

improve relationships, dissemination of information and knowledge sharing. 

Background: The importance of social networking websites as a means of interaction between 

groups of individuals cannot be underestimated. Their impact on daily life activities and activities 

cannot be underestimated. Because  millions of individuals are making use of Social Network Sites 

(SNSs) to build or reinforce relationships, connect, disseminate and share information as well as 

sharing of knowledge whether personal or non-personal experiences with people they already 

know offline or new people online. Therefore, the authors are interested basically in how social 

networking web sites are being utilized in terms of collaborations, information and knowledge 

sharing and particularly in what benefits and challenge are connected to improving inter-groups 

collaboration in research study between researchers and ordinary citizens. 

Method: A review of literature gives us insight about the subject terms, critical and sensitive issues 

in regards to collaboration through social networking sites designed for research purpose. We ap-

ply in general networking theories such as social capital and two of its components couple with 

Putman´s theory of bonding and bridging social capital as a theoretical framework to synthesize 

the concept of  ties (strong or weak) . Our analysis based on the empirical data gathered through 

surveys, interviews and observation provide us with interesting preliminary results and with blue-

prints to guide the analysis of the thesis. 

Conclusion: Social networking platforms are valuable and useful in our generation being part of 

daily life and activity to keep up with people within our networks. However, the authors discov-

ered that the advantages of involving ordinary citizens to participate in improving researcher-

patient collaboration through dynamic social networking actually outweigh the disadvantages de-

spite all odds and sensitive issues such as trust, privacy issues and sceptics of some researchers. In 

others words, some of the researchers were enthusiastic to collaborate in terms of disseminating 

useful information and sharing valuable knowledge with ordinary citizens. Overall, the study re-

vealed positive result that despite weak ties relationships, the willingness to collaborate is far more 

than the obstacles perceived in the course of establishing such collaboration.  
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1 Introduction 

This thesis is mainly concerned with social networking as a means for collaboration between researchers, and  specifically in 

the medical field, and ordinary citizens such as for example patients. The authors are interested basically in how social 

networking web sites are being utilized in terms of collaborations, information and knowledge sharing and particularly in 

what benefits and challenges are connected to improving inter-groups collaboration in research study. In other words, the 

way in which people use the sites to establish relationships, disseminate information, strengthen ties and communicating 

with diverse people having both research and non-research background. 

 

1.1 Background 

Due to the proliferation of technology today, the importance of social networking websites as a means 

of interaction between groups of individuals cannot be underestimated. Their impact on daily activities 

cannot be underestimated. Millions of individuals are making use of Social Network Sites (SNSs) to 

build or reinforce relationships, connect, disseminate and share information as well as sharing of 

knowledge whether personal or non-personal experiences with people they already know offline or new 

people online. (DiMicco, Millen, Geyer, Dugan, Brown Holtz & Muller, 2008).  

The online world has been brought closer to the offline world through computer mediated communica-

tion (Ellison, Steinfeld & Lampe, 2006). Social networking sites focus on social interaction as well as 

connectivity and they constitute as a rich knowledge sources for those interested in the affordance of so-

cial capital (Ellison et al. 2007). The development of specialized social network sites directed towards a 

particular group of users, such as professional/researcher (Vascellaro 2007), shows that social network-

ing can actually provide value to different types of users in various ways. Because Social networking sites 

facilitates the establishment of interconnected internet communities (online) or offline via one’s business 

and/or social contacts. It has influence both on professional and individual ways of living due to the var-

ied and rich story of our world and interest.. At the same time, social network sites provide an effective 

and efficient tool for users to develop/create and maintain networks. (Steinfeld, DiMicco, Ellison & 

Lampe, 2009).  

Public social networking site are mostly conducted by commercial providers which are normally run for 

free and differs by purposes from disciplines and working aspects but sometimes can be subscription 

based. (John R, Gordon B, et al 2009). It obvious that majority of the people connecting and collaborat-

ing with each other on this site already have pre-existing relationship or knew each other in real life (Ni-

cole B. Ellison, Charles Steinfield, & Cliff Lampe, 2007). However, a study proved that this type of SNS 

is more used for social searching, that is looking up for people already known than social browsing 

which means finding strangers online. (C. Lampe, N. Ellison, & C. Steinfield, 2006).  

The uses of  public social network sites greatly depend upon the purpose of the sites and it varies from 

individual to individual, work environment to another with hurdles of information reliability, time, secu-

rity, disclosure, intrusion and slander (John R, Gordon B, et al 2009). For instance, public social net-

working sites for collaboration are mainly and specifically designed for professional and they can be used 

for mix related leisure-orientation and work in order to access certain information e.g. from users and 

ordinary citizens perspective based on what they think, want, desire and need (John R, Gordon B, et al 

2009). In cases of SNSs for work, it is difficult to separate social and work-oriented interaction as well as 

realising its usability benefits since it might be indirect or intangible. 

Based on authors observations and understanding of social networking sites, public social networking 

sites can be categorised based on their purpose, description and focus which motivate why people join 

such SNSs in order to meet their various needs. For example: www.facebook.com can be categorised as 
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general which means can be used in several ways;  www.linkedIn.com can be categorised with a focus on 

collaboration among professionals; www.mendeley.com, www.medpedia.com, www.researchgate.com, 

www.epernicus.com are mainly SNSs for collaboration between researchers/professionals and interested 

people who desire to acquire knowledge and information in a specific area of interest. Traditionally, 

SNSs users usually show considerable more interest in contact management and in learning about the 

people they already know (context awareness) rather than establishing new contacts (Paul and Brier 

2001). But the most interesting part of our study is that the perception is a bit different in terms of busi-

ness-related, professional use or research-related use of public SNSs because searching for other people 

is perceived to be more important and also seen as a gateway to rewarding contacts in terms of gaining 

new business contact, potential collaborators and so on (King 2006).  

Furthermore, a private social networking site is the type that is available or  run on a servers within a dis-

tributed organisations in which workers can be all over across realms of sites and disciplines, business 

whole and countries, making it virtually possible for them to know everything occurring internally. It 

could be an in-house built or a third party social network site. Internal social networking sites are run 

with various purposes from disciplines, industries and working aspects ( John R, Gordon B, et al., 2009).  

Examples include Beehive at IBM which was designed to support relationship building among individu-

als within IBM with rather a private or personal focus (Dimicco et al. 2009). The workers used it to con-

nect on a personal level with co-workers (by finding people to build relationship and make sense of peo-

ple), advance their carrier with the company as well as campaigning for their own project. Another ex-

ample is that of Water-cooler at HP which the workers used for blogging and micro-blogging rather than 

the profiles themselves (Dimicco et al. 2009). Water-cooler was well known and interesting in finding 

people with specific interest or expertise as well as for exploring the organisation as whole and group of 

people (Dimicco et al. 2009). 

The usage of social networking sites varies significantly at diverse career and discipline which gives a key 

cell contribution to observe  because social networking site (especially SNSs for research purpose) need 

to be customized to attract and support a variety of individuals at various levels (Ploderer B et al 2010).  

Meanwhile, social networking sites are becoming more dynamic and viral in our generation as a result of 

technological advancement and versatility. Thus, the arising questions of collaboration and dialogue be-

tween researcher and ordinary citizen through social networking sites and minimal awareness of such 

networks have led to this research (in particular research-improvement dialogue in terms of information, 

experience and knowledge sharing between researchers and ordinary citizens).   

To conclude, this study will examine impact of ties (strong and weak) on collaboration,  awareness of 

SNSs for research purpose as well as avantages and disadvantages of involving ordinary citizen in a re-

search collaboration through social networkings. As a result, we hope this study would help us to gain 

insight and answer in quest of our findings the possibilities whereby researchers and ordinary citizens 

could find and connect each other on SNSs for research-improvement dialogue and thereby collaborate 

and gain useful information and knowledge that can benefit both parties(researcher and ordinary citizen). 

1.2 Problem Discussion 

In reference to the interview conducted by the authors, one of the  three researchers interviewed stated 

that she cordinates a forum where diabetic patients meet to discuss about their state of health in relation 

to the sickness. In this forum, information and knowledge are shared between this researcher and pa-

tients but being a forum it is more or less a closed environment. Therefore, there could be project 

teams/groups that are working in more or less closed environments which mean they are not aware that 

there may be other researchers in another project working on a similar subject. And if they are aware; 

will they be willingly to collaborate? To what extent? However, if some of these researchers and ordinary 

citizens from different projects and groups could find each other through dynamic social networking and 
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thereby collaborate to share useful information, knowledge and experience. This could be assumed as 

means or avenue to improve information and knowledge sharing between researhers and patients in a 

dynamic way through social networking sites. 

1.3 Purpose 

The main purpose of this study/thesis is to, through an interview with researchers in medical field in 

Jönköping,  provide an empirical analysis of the link or relationship between medical researcher and pa-

tient through social networking sites specifically for collaboration through dissemination of vital infor-

mation and knowledge sharing. 

1.4 Research  Questions 

It is important to answer the research questions below for helpful and resourceful solution in regards to 

the purpose and objectives of the study. 

1. What are the benefits and challenges of involving ordinary citizens in a research-improvement 
dialogue with researchers? 

2. How can Social Networks help? 

1.5 Delimitation 

This thesis does not aim to provide a global view since the study is focused on researchers in Sweden.  

Another limitation is that of time constraint and resources available at disposal. We have observed three 

social networking sites for evaluating their usage and value as well as what users can drive from using the 

sites. The choice of choosing these three social network sites for research purpose was based on popu-

larity, content of the sites and number of registered users. We chose Mendeley, Medpedia, and Epernicus 

because they are among the most currently used social network sites around the globe. The evaluation of 

these websites was conducted through gathering of  information usage, comments and how users col-

laborate in order to derive value of intended purpose. However, our analysis will be based on the inter-

wiew and online survey conducted which consist of our primary data. The authors intend to do this by 

registering as members and interact with different members on these social network sites in order to 

gather useful information.  
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1.6 Definition of Terms 

Collaboration: A mutual agreement of participants, in a coordinated effort to solve a problem to-

gether in which there is benefit of increased learning. (Roschelle & Teasley, 1991). 

Social Network Sites: We refer to the term as a technology which makes social networking a possibil-

ity. In reference to Boyd and Ellison (2007); a social network site is defined as web-based service that al-

lows individuals to achieve the followings: 

1. Construct a public or semi -public profile within a closed system 

2. Articulate a list of other users with they have relationship and 

3. View and traverse their list of relationships and those made by others with the system. 

Social Networking: This term is used in referring to ties and interactions between people whether 

online or offline for making, maintaining and managing connections with other people. 

Researcher Collaboration: It tends to occur when researchers agreed to work together to achieve or 

pursue a common goal to produce a new scientific knowledge which will demand a closer relationship 

and ties with one another in the network. However, collaborators should mainly be researchers of similar 

interest willingly to work together. But in the context of this study, collaborator can be anyone; so far 

they are willing to collaborate in order to share information, knowledge and experience as well as gaining 

in return.  

Ordinary citizen: We define ordinary citizen to be any person who is not a researcher in a particular 

domain 

Social Capital: “The sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available through, and 

derived from the network of relationships possessed by an individual or social unit. Social capital thus 

comprises both the network and the assets that may be mobilized through that network” (Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998, p. 243). 

Knowledge Sharing: This simply means exchange of knowledge and which can be seen as a critical re-

source for social network or organisation to grow and gain competitive advantage. (Miller & Shamsie, 

1996). 

Trust: “The willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expecta-

tion that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to 

monitor or control that other party” ( Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman, 1995 pg.712 ) 

Awareness: “The understanding of the activity of the others, which provides a context of your own ac-

tivity” (Konrad T et al. 1996 pg. 1) 
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis 

The sequence of further parts of thesis is described below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frame of  Re-

ference 

This chapter will present the networking theories used 

to understand the empirical finding that will be useful 

for the analysis. 

Methods 

In this section of our work, we shall bring to light dif-

ferent methods and approaches used during the re-

search work in order to obtain, access and collect data 

from different relevant sources and how we gathered 

the data. 

Empirical Fin-
dings 

In this crucial part of our thesis, our primary data (in-

terviews, questionnaire and sites observations) will be 

presented in a logical manner which will be useful at 

the analysis part of the thesis. 

Analysis 
Our analysis depend mostly on our empirical data col-

lected, therefore we will carefully conduct an in-depth 

analysis of the empirical findings in light of the re-

search problem and questions. 

Conclusion 
At this stage, we shall conclude on the impact of ties 

and awareness of social networking sites for research 

collaboration as well as outcome of involving ordinary 

citizen in such collaboration. 

Discussion 

At this final stage of the entire work, we will present our 

general reflection on the entire wok, mostly the interest-

ing part that exposes both expected and unexpected is-

sues. More so, make recommendations to the project 

team working on the project. 
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2 Frame of Reference 

Since frame of reference will help to explain the structure of our concept and view by which we perceive or evaluate our data, 

regulate behaviour as well as to communicate our ideas in regards to our findings. Our frame of reference is organized in 

such a way that the reader of this work would be able to phantom the subject matter of our findings without any difficulties 

or limitations in regard to the theoretical knowledge. 

2.1 Choice of Theory 

The purpose of this thesis is basically to understand how researchers and ordinary citizen use public so-

cial networking sites for research collaboration. The study will examine the awareness about SNSs, will-

ingness of researcher and ordinary citizen to collaborate and value that can be derived as well as sensitive 

issues that can affect collaboration. Therefore, related social networking theories such as social capital 

and two of its dimension or component (trust and knowledge sharing) will be considered in relation to 

the purpose of the study for analysis. In addition, Putman theory of bonding and bridging of social capi-

tal will be used to identify types of social capital and its impact on collaboration between researcher and 

ordinary citizen. 

2.2 Social Capital 

According to Coleman (1998), social capital generally refers to the resources accumulated via the rela-

tionships among people. And the resources from these relationships can differ in form and function 

based on the relationships themselves. In order words, social capital can be perceived as an elastic term 

with variety of definitions in multiple fields with both a cause and effect (Adler & Kwon, 2002). In a 

general perspective, social capital is seen as a positive effect on interaction among participants in a social 

network (Helliwell & Putnam, 2004). Social capital allows individuals to draw on resources from other 

members or participants of the networks to which he or she belongs because social capital comprises of 

both the network and asset that may be mobilized through the network. 

Furthermore, in reference to Burt (1992,p.9) who pinpointed that social capital is “friend, colleagues and 

more general contact through which you receive opportunity to use your assest or resources”.These re-

sources can be in form of useful information, knowledge sharing, personal relationships, or the capacity 

to organise groups (Paxton, 1999). More so, access to individuals external to ones close circle provides 

access to non-redundant information, resulting in benefits and profiting connections (Granovetter, 

1973). 

2.2.1 Trust, Knowledge Sharing, Shared Norms and Citizenship 

There are basically four main components of social capital and example such components are trust, 

knowledge sharing, shared norms and citizenships (Claridge, 2004a). The authors of this thesis have de-

cided to choose two of these four components and focus on them because of their relevance to our 

study and analysis. Favourably, the components are flexible to use in a way whereby they blend with 

each other. Therefore, the authors will focus more on trust and knowledge sharing as they can be repeat-

edly refer to through the study. 

2.2.1.1 Trust 

Trust is differently described as the critical component of any social cohesion and it emerges in Put-

man´s work as a crucial dimension or component of social capital. Coleman (1990). This provides a way 

to view trust as consisting the three components of a developing system of actions which are: mutual 

trust, intermediaries in trust and third-party trust. According to Fukuyama (1995), Lewis and Weigert 

(1985), in consideration of face to face interaction, trust is a critical determinant of sharing information 

and developing new relationships. At the same time, trust is also very important for successful online in-
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teractions ( Coppola, Hiltz, and Rotter 2004. Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1998. Meyerson, 1996, Piccoli and 

Ives, 2003). 

Electronic commerce research has discovered trust to be strongly linked to information disclosure 

(Metzger, 2004). Trust is also a fundamental component of social exchange theory (Roloff, 1981). Social 

exchange theory presents a cost benefit analysis with respect to social interaction. If the exchange is per-

ceived to be beneficial or useful, then the individual involved is likely to agree to an exchange relation-

ship because trust is believed to be used in the calculation of perceived cost. Meanwhile, high trust 

would lead to a perception of low cost, and vice versa. As a matter of facts, studies of interpersonal ex-

change situations confirm that trust is a precondition for self-disclosure, because it reduces perceived 

risks involved in revealing private information (Metzger, 2004). 

2.2.1.2 Knowledge Sharing 

Social capital involves both network and resources which can be accumulated from that network and 

one of the resources is knowledge sharing. Social interaction indirectly enhances knowledge transfer be-

cause it creates trust, and trust in itself promotes the willingness to share knowledge (Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998). Due to interaction and connectivity through social networking, information transfer is 

made possible between people (Miller & Shamsie, 1996). However, previous study has revealed that in-

formal social interaction is very important for effective knowledge sharing (Steinfield et al., 2009; Van 

Maanen & Schein, 1979). 

2.2.1.3 Shared Norms 

Shared norms can be referred to as standard behaviour of a social group and it reveals the common val-

ue and culture that are shared by  the members of this group (Britannica Encylopaedia, shared norms). 

The norms can be formal or informal that is written down rules or unwritten down rules based on mu-

tual agreement and understanding within a group (Gulati, 2000). Shared norms can manifest itself in 

shared languages and code (Cicourel, 1973) and at the same time through a workplace shared culture and 

general attitude (Gulati, 2000). According to Inkpen & Tsang, 2005, the shared culture refers to how 

shared norms of behaviour manage relationships. 

2.2.1.4 Citizenship 

Citizenship behaviour usually take place when employee put in extra effort to work responsibly in order 

to benefit the organisation or network, and this kind of behaviour tend to occur when the employee is 

satisfied with job task, inspired and supported by the management as well as committed to the organisa-

tion (Bolino et al., 2002).  To relate to this organisation or network, committed employee couple with 

civic behaviour will contribute to the development of such capital. Therefore, organisation with such 

employee often tend to show higher level of social capital. Meanwhile, employee with inspiring and sup-

portive leader tend to show more citizenship behaviour (Bolino et al., 2002). 

2.3 Levels of Social Capital 

According to Brunnie (2009), social capital can be perceived as a complex concept that may manifest or 

behave and give different consequences based on the context and setting of which it operates within. 

Therefore, an effective way of gaining a perspective of and analysing social capital is to observe it 

through either a micro (individual), meso (group) or macro (societal) level (Claridge, 2004b). With refer-

ence to Tsai & Ghoshal (1998), social capital can actually be conceptualized at different levels of analysis, 

all ranging from the micro level to macro level. This study will focus on the meso level that is groups 

which includes social network setting/relationship among researchers and ordinary citizen. See the figure 

below for the illustration about various level of social capital. 
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Ilustration of the interaction of levels based on Social Capital Existence. Source: Claridge (2004) 

www.socialcapitalresearch.com/levels 

 

2.4 Dimension of social Capital: Relational, Structural and Cogni-

tive 

Putman (1995) pinpoints the importance of recognising and agreeing on what dimension this multi-

demsional concept comprises of. According to Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998), there are three major di-

mensions of the phenomenon; relational, structural and cognitive social capital. However, there are dif-

ferences and they distinguish among these three clusters but they still recognise the fact that these di-

mensions are highly interrelated with one another (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).  The most recurring is-

sues in all the three dimensions are trust and knowledge sharing and this is very crucial to analysis sec-

tion of this thesis. Firstly, the structural dimension depicts configuration of the organisation´s/group´s 

network and the linkages between people or units. Secondly, the cognitive dimension can be referred to 

as the resources that provide shared representations, interpretations and sytems of meaning among the 

parties. And lastly,  the relational dimension reflects the quality of the relationships. Moreover, social 

capital comprises of a mix of social processes that are intensely interwined with each other (Adler & 

Kwon, 2002). Each of the following dimensions elaborated  below facilitates the exchange of resources 

within a firm or network (Tsai & Ghoshai, 1998).  

2.4.1 Relational Dimension/Approach 

This dimension or approach place emphasis and focus on the nature  of network´s relationships (Na-

hapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). At the same time, it is mainly concerned with the accessible resources embed-

ded within these relationships such as asset of trust and knowledge sharing (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Re-

lationships in this context is highly dependent on reciprocity and trust facilitates the sharing of 

knowledge and resource within a firm or network (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005). 

http://www.socialcapitalresearch.com/levels
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In reference to Bolino et al. (2002), the relational dimension is very much similar to that of Granovet-

ter´s strong ties dimension which was defined as close relationships characterized by high levels of trust, 

reciprocity and even emotional support. Bolino et al. (2002) argue tht a firm or network with high levels 

of relational social capital tend to have co-worker that identify, trust and like each other and previous re-

search show that under such condition, there is tendency that co-worker/network member are more 

flexible and highly performing. More so, the fact that members are identified with each other leads to 

group identification which then enhances citizenship (Bolino et al., 2002).  

2.4.2 Structural Dimension/Approach 

According to Nahapiet & Ghoshal (1998), structural dimension is not concerned with the individual´s 

social capital but instead with the structure of social capital which is the overall pattern of the linkages 

between relationships in a network. The frequency, hierarchy and connectivity of the relationships are 

the vital key elements of this approach rather than the resources or assets embedded within the network 

(relational approach). The application of distinction between the relational cluster and structural cluster 

can be traced to the founder of the theory Granovetter´s (1985) notion of relational and structural em-

beddedness. In reference to this theory, structural embeddness is referred to as the structure of imper-

sonal linkages within a given network while relational embeddness refers to the personal and specific 

quality of the relationships within the same network (Granovetter, 1985). 

Meanwhile, previous studies conducted indicates that a higher degree of density in the network couple 

with intense and continuous social interactions and it also promotes trusting relationship. Granovetter 

(1985) and Gulati (1995). And this recurrent and close contact makes people feel they know each other 

better and as a result it brings about increase in the level of trust between actors (Bolino et al., 2002). 

2.4.3 Cognitive Dimension/Approach 

The cognitive dimension includes a shared code and norms within a network (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 

1998).  According to Tsai & Ghoshal (1998), a shared vision and a collective set of goals in an organisa-

tion or network acts as a bonding mechanism between members and are example of how to develop this 

dimension of social capital. The cognitive dimension could add positive effects on collaborative action 

not only on a meso level but also on a macro level. 

In relation to trust, the cognitive approach can also promote this assets in relatonships because shared 

values and common goals have proven to bring people together as well as encouraging trusting relation-

ships (Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998).  

2.5 Bonding and Bridging Social Capital 

The authors have chosen Putman (2000) on bridging and bonding social capital as the second theoretical 

frame work for empirical analysis. According to Boix & Posner (1998), Putman`s work has had an im-

portant role in the research field of social capital. Putman builds upon the theory by Granovetter who 

described “weak ties” as the acquintances that people are less likely to socialize intensely comapres to 

“strong ties” that are characterized by friends, colleagues and family (Granovetter, 1973). 

Putman (2000) establishes the difference between bonding and bridging social capital. Bonding social 

capital is associated with “strong ties” because the social process is characterized by reinforcing already 

existing relationships. In other words, bonding social capital exists between individuals in tightly-knit, 

emotionally close relationships, like family and close friends which means bonding capital brings togeth-

er similar individual. While on the contrary, bridging social capital is related to “weak ties” according to 

Granovetter´s notion which brings about connecting activity of dissimilar members of a community, not 

so much forming deeper personal relationships but rather loose although the relationship is rich in terms 
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resources and opportunities (Norris, 2002). In addition, the bridging social capital brings together differ-

ent kind of people regardless of age, beliefs, norms and culture. 

The advantage of bridging social capital is that it brings about connection between different people and 

as a result promotes the broadening of social horizons and harmonise opposing perspectives (Williams, 

2006). According to Putman (2000), bridging social capital can be perceived as inclusive which means 

people from various networks connect and can possibly exchange resources with a wide variety of con-

nections. Meanwhile, the disadvantage is that bridging social capital does offer emotional support from 

the loose couple connection or relationship. In reference to bridging social capital which relate to weak 

ties, the argument is that even though they lack in closeness, they still make up in breadth of their net-

work and with reports based on subsequent research, there are indications that the more the weak ties 

(bridging relationships) the better for an organisation or group (as in our study) than a few strong ties 

(bonding relationships). Consequently, the diversity from a weak ties network provides more profits and 

advantages than bonding networks (Granovetter, 1973). 

On the other hand, one of the advantages of bonding social capital is that it enables the tendency to cre-

ate solidarity platform and access to emotional support and limited resources available. (Williams, 2006). 

However, the negative side of bonding social capital is that it is exclusive in a way instead of inclusive 

(bridging social capital). For instance, groups or networks may possess high quality relationship but with 

little interest to include more individuals to the group leads to the negative side of exclusion (bonding 

social capital). However, in real life, a network usually comprises of both types of networking, therefore 

it is better to conceptualise the distinction between bridging and bonding social capital as a continuum 

rather than dichotomy because one of the two categories can be more dominant than another in a group 

or network. (Norris, 2002). 

2.6 Potential Benefits and Disadvantage with Social Capital 

The importance of social capital is very vital in order to realize its impact on the network and relation-

ships whether positive or negative.  According to Adler & Kwon (2002), the distinction between micro 

level and macro level effects are notable when putting into consideration the potential benefits and risk 

of social capital. Therefore, the following explanation below on benefits and risks with social capital is 

structured in a way to easily flesh out the impact on social network, relationships and resources embed-

ded in the network. 

2.6.1 Benefits 

Social capital facilitates the coordination of collective efforts within organisation or network in such a 

way that it aids information flows, reduces transaction costs, decrease misunderstanding and makes the 

network flexible (Adler & Kwon,2002; Walker, Kogut & Shan, 1997; Leana & Van Buren, 1999; Lin, 

2001a; Hahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). There is proof signifying that a key beneficial consequence of social 

capital that highly affect the effectiveness of a network or an organisation is the positive influence on 

knowledge sharing (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005; Hahapiet & Ghoshal , 1998; Yli-Renko, Autio & Sapienza, 

2001;Zahra, Ireland & Hitt, 2000; Adler & Kwon, 2002).  

There is a perceived strong link between the ability to share knowledge and organisational competive-

ness (Baum, Calabrese & Silverman, 2000). More so, recent research has proven and provided arguments 

stating that access to new sources of information is the most vital positive effect of social capital (Inkpen 

& Tsang, 2005). Another major benefit of social capital is that of key component of trust because infor-

mation flow is more easily spread and organisational processes is better coordinated in environments 

where people trust each other and identify with one another (Bolino et al., 2002). However, it is difficult 

to determine  that a particular benefit alone enhances a certain positive outcome because the research on 

benefits form social capital components and action show that they highly interviewed 
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2.6.2 Limitations 

It is very crucial to target a balanced view of the concept where realization is included simply because 

social capital is not a universally beneficial concept (Nahapiet & Ghosal, 1998; Adler & Kwon, 2002). 

The approach or way social capital effect can be applied differently to the various affected parties is ac-

tually one of the major or potential negative aspects of the concept. Therefore, the level of appropri-

ablity generates the need for taking a micro and a meso perspective when considering the risk of social 

capital. (Adler & Kwon, 2002). 

According to Leonard (2004),  social capital cannot be totally or solely regarded as benign concept. Pos-

sibly, its most noticeable negative effect is its propensity to be exclusive under certain circumstances. 

The acknowledgement of this phenomen by Putman (2000) brings about the introduction of dimensions 

of bonding (exclusive) and bridging (inclusive) social capital. Arguably, Putman (2000) states that bond-

ing social capital may have resources or assets available only to members inside a limited or closed net-

work where closely bound relationships exist. While on the contrary, Putman (2000) states that bridging 

social capital was inclusive-inviting anyone to gain access to more available assets through a wider net-

work of people. 

The cost and time investments  in creating and maintaining high-quality relationships is enormous. As a 

result, researcher often speculate that the trade-off or compromise between gaining social capital and the 

efforts invested  to achieve it may not be cost-effective (Adler & Kwon, 2002). To support this, a study 

conducted (Hansen 1998) to measure team performance and effectiveness where units had to communi-

cate and interact with each other to complete a given project. According to Hansen (1998), the teams 

with weaker relationships compared to other units worked more efficiently, thus, finished faster than in 

organisations where units had stronger and more high-quality relationships between units. Although, 

close relationships had benefits  for knowledge sharing but did not outweigh the costs for creating and 

maintaining such relationships. At the same time, weaker relationships gave more nonredundant infor-

mation than the closer relationship did (Hansen, 1998). 

In addition, the negative or fruitless aspect of social capital should not be neglected or underestimated in 

the name of importance because it is very important to better understand the benefits and 

risks/disadvantages of social capital in order to avoid deliberate or unconscious unbalanced investment 

or over-investment in unnecessary or futile social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002). Particularly, since social 

capital is often irreversible once the effort and time has been invetsed (Bureth, Wolf & Zanfei, 1997). 

In conclusion of this chapter, the definitions of social capital are many and to simplify the analysis of this 

complex concept one can observe it through levels of social capital ( micro, meso and macro) and also 

through the perspective of dimensions such as relational, structural and cognitive dimension.  
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3 Methodology 

This section of our thesis turns to explain the research related choices and approaches in which this study is being guided. 

This chapter also describes the manner in which various data will be collected, how it will be assessed and analysed for ap-

propriate application of those methods and at the same time the reason for the choice of research strategies and designs. 

3.1 Research Approach 

3.1.1 Research Design 

According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005), a research design provides or presents a framework or plan 

for the purpose of data collection and also the analysis of the gathered data. In other words, “research 

design is the overall plan for relating the conceptual research problem to relevant and practicable empiri-

cal research”. And at the same time, “it reveals the type of research and the priorities of the researcher”. 

(Ghauri et al 2005 pg. 56). Therefore, in order to achieve the aims and objectives of this project, an ex-

ploratory approach is employed in our careful study and findings. 

According to Robson (2002), cited in Pearlson, Saunders & Thornhill (2007) explained that exploratory 

studies try to establish what is happening and to clarify our understanding of a problem. To use explora-

tory studies, there is a need to have a clear picture on the phenomena of the data to be collected prior to 

collection of the data. (Saunders et al (2007). We have adopted this method because the problem struc-

ture of this study is unstructured and the authors do have a clear picture of the phenomena on which the 

data is to be collected. More so, descriptive approach would not be appropriate for this research work 

because the problem of such a research must be structured and well understood. However, casual stud-

ies; according to (Ghauri et al 2005), the problems which are under scrutiny are perceived as structured 

similar to descriptive research but the researcher is confronted with cause and effect problems. In addi-

tion, skills requirement is very crucial when conducting exploratory research and these key skill require-

ments are often the ability to observe, get information, and construct explanation which will result in 

theorizing (Ghauri et al 2005). 

3.1.2 Research Method/Strategy 

Research methods are simply the techniques used by the researcher to collect data. (Ghauri et al 2005). 

Therefore, it is very crucial that researchers observe and faithfully put to record what is discovered with-

out any prejudice. According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005), some of the statement of observation are 

established as true and serve as the basis for theories and laws. In order to establish what is true or false 

and to be able to draw conclusions; two ways and reasoning are induction and deduction.  

According to Kisrty Williamson et al (2002), deductive reasoning is connected with the sense and hy-

pothesis of testing the approach used in research or the study via empirical data collection and careful 

checks of this purpose at heart. It moves from a general principle to a particular situation or instance. 

Induction basically relied or based upon evidence, while deduction is simply based on logical reasoning 

(logic) which means that it moves from a particular statement or instance and ends with general princi-

ples. However, the research orientation of this study will be focused more on induction which would en-

able authors to make general conclusions and unbiased conclusions from the empirical observations 

without any predefine hypothesis. The process of this type of research usually begin from observations 

to findings and finally to theory building. At the same time, our findings will be incorporated back into 

existing knowledge through literature reviews/theories. In addition, theory shall be the outcome of the 

research (Bryman and Bell, 2003) and it is often associated with the qualitative type of research; which 

pinpointed that the process goes from assumption to conclusion.  

According to Lee (1994), positivism is described as the natural science model of social research. The 

methods of research and tools of natural sciences are suitable for studying social and organizational phe-
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nomenon and is associated with deductive reasoning and quantitative approach. Interpretivism assumed 

that access to reality is only through social construction such as language, consciousness, shared mean-

ings and instruments (Myers pp.38). It focuses on complexity of human sense-making as the situation 

emerges (Kaplan & Maxwell, 1994); they attempt to understand phenomena through the meaning that 

people assign to them (Boland,1991; Orkikowski & Baroudi, 1991) without imposing expectation. It is 

associated principally with inductive reasoning and qualitative data collection, 

In this study, we will adopt interpretivism as it will enable us to access useful information from our ob-

servation and findings. We will collect data from different social networking websites, conduct inter-

views and surveys; match it with our views based on the theoretical framework and result obtained, and 

thereby using the information to analyse and discuss diverse questions in relation to the research prob-

lem. 

3.2 Data Collection 

3.2.1 Quantitative Method 

Quantitative research design is a systematic inquisition of generating a hypothesis, single-out problem 

based on testing, prove or disproving a theory, mathematical and statistical measured with meanings to 

phenomenon and relationships, while using statistical methods to analyse. The primary aim of quantita-

tive research is to provide certain generalizations from the hypothesis or theory to hold by the notion of 

understanding social facts via measurements but can be problematic at the same time. Quantitative re-

search is done in a natural setting and includes a process of developing a total and complex picture of 

the event in interest (Nahid Golafshani, 2003). 

3.2.2 Qualitative Method 

Qualitative research uses a natural settings (real world) method that seeks to comprehend situa-

tions/events in specific context settings, to understand and give meaning to needs, human behaviour 

and natures that are vital information towards ones purpose (Nahid Go- lafshani  2003). It can be 

viewed to be the opposite of quantitative research as it results are not met by the use of statistical pro-

cess and mathematical quantifications. Qualitative research, widely defined and gives the perspective of 

how to explore the phenomenon or subject of interest as it unwrap during the study naturally in order to 

envisage  in-depth of the research or study (Patton, 2002, p. 39 sited in Nahid. G 2003). Unlike quantita-

tive research whose generalization is not so reliable (to some extent), qualitative research under- stand, 

explore, extrapolate to exact facts and situations to enhance its generalization as it can be applied to 

many scenarios as its non-restrictable value and objective. One of the vital facts of strength in this meth-

od is that it is able to highlight the researchers’ point of view as he/she plays a major part during the 

study and, consequently affecting the research as his/her experience and personal knowledge can impact 

the end results. (Solutes, 1990). 
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The table below exhibits the difference in emphasis in qualitative as against quantitative. 

 

Figure 1 The difference in emphasis in qualitative versus quantitative m ethods. Source: Based on Reichardt and Cook 
(1979) sited in Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005). 

 

The major difference between the research strategies is simply the theory. According to Bryman 

and Bell (2007), quantitative research strategy is being put to use to test and verify theory while qualita-

tive is used to generate theory based on findings. More so, another important perspective to differenti-

ate these two research strategies is by putting into consideration the epistemological orientation or 

paradigm: Which means positivism is mainly used in quantitative research strategy (which sometimes 

does meet the “positivist” criteria) and interpretivism is used in qualitative research strategy. Finally, 

difference between these strategies should be considered from the perspective of ontological orienta-

tion by distinguishing the difference between objectivism and constructionism (Bryman and  Bell, 

2007,pp 28). 

 

3.3 Data Sources 

Data sources are simply the carriers of information needed for the research. It is mostly recommended if 

possible during research process to avoid bias results and view by undertaking basically two main types 

of data collection procedure which can be used for a research study. These data collection procedures 

are secondary and primary data. 

3.3.1 Secondary Data 

The usefulness of secondary data is not limited only to find information in solving our research prob-

lems but rather to better comprehend and explain mainly our study. It is very important to first locate 

sources and afterwards carry out evaluation to check the usefulness of the content of each source. 

Through some secondary data sources, some research questions can only be answered which means 
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there would be no need of further data collection. According to Cooper and Schindler 2001, the reliabil-

ity of the information becomes our responsibility as long as we use it in our report. We understood that 

if secondary sources are mentioned, it is our responsibility that we interpret and check the authenticity 

and reliability of the information gathered in the best possible way. 

3.3.2 Primary Data 

Primary data are materials collected for the primary objectives of the study at hand from the field by the 

researchers and for the purpose of the study. Our research problem and research design trigger what we   

look for, ask about and collect as our primary data. Researchers can always gather information from the 

field work being the source of a primary data. Therefore, the importance of a research can be meaningful 

and original by using real data and at the same time increase relevance of method in terms of empirical 

gathered data. (Ellram 1996). The primary data used in our report include gathered data from electron-

ic/online questionnaire sent out, interviews conducted and observations of online social networking sites 

for research purpose. 

 

Figure 2 Sources of primary data  Source: Pervez, G., Kjell, G (2005) Research Methods in 

Business Studies. A Practical Guide. Third edition pg.102 

 

3.3.3 Questionnaire 

This is the most commonly used instrument during research studies to gather quantitative data but 

with the use of open-ended questions qualitative data can be as well obtained. It is appropriate as to 

identify user’s needs and satisfaction for a wide range of individuals with different perspectives, back-

ground and viewpoints. This is mostly used because it is cheaper and easier to reach for many audienc-

es or sample but at the same time not easy to design towards the particular aims as most of the time 

some questions might not be understood or answers as desire or not at all. Notwithstanding, it has its 

limitations when it comes to areas where in-depth data and opinions of users are needed. According to 

Williamson K. et al (2000), some fall back of questionnaire includes: 

 

 Difficulties in securing adequate response 

 

 Problems collecting respond from a cross-section representatives 
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 Lack of opportunities for researchers to inquire further information and to qualify respondent re-

sponse 

 

 How to control the respond time 

 

 Complex data cannot be collected as it has to be simple or else respondent might not answer 

3.3.4 Interview 

This is a techniques used mostly to gather qualitative data in a wide range of methods e.g. frequently 

used in case studies. It can be used to support the survey data especially when there is complication in 

the information and when insight information is needed. It is easier to obtain a higher respond rate with 

this technique as personal contact is needed (e.g. face-to-face or focus group). This tool in interpretivist 

research is opted at the comprehension of people from their own view points. 

 

In this study we decided to go for a semi-structured interview which allows us to follow the lead of the 

participants by  having a list of questions to be anwered. This technique is closed to in-depth inter-

views compared to structured or standardized forms. This is basically to get the perspective of the par-

ticipant on the phenomena on study. This process will be recorded and noted which would help to 

avoid disruption during the interview and use the direct words of respondent in the analysis phase (Wil-

liamson K. et al 2000). 

 

The authors are going in for some personal interviews (at least 5) so as to gain wide range of perspec-

tive due to the respondents distinguish academic and personal background, values and expectations to 

capture their point of view, usage and awareness about social networking sites based on knowledge 

and personal experience. 

 

 

Figure 3 A topology of interviews. Source: Pervez, G., Kjell, G (2005) Research Methods in 

Business Studies. A Practical Guide. Third edition pg. 132 

 

3.3.5 Observation 

In addition to the interviews, observation will be conducted as means of data collection tool that will in-

volve watching and getting information from people on three different research social networking sites. 

This will provide us with first- hand information in a natural setting of people´s social behaviour within 

the networks, thereby allowing us access to certain form of learning and analytical interpretation. More 

so, we decided to use observation to gather some of our primary data because it will enable us to inter-

pret and comprehend certain behaviour, attitude and situation more accurately. In other words, captur-
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ing the dynamics of social behaviour is made possible by conducting observation in a way that cannot be 

captured when only interviews or questionnaires were conducted. However, the only challenge will be 

the need to generalize from this observation that will place more emphasis and importance on questions 

about validity and reliability that will need a satisfactory answer (Ghauri et al 2005). 

The human method of observation was used where the authors of this study were registered to all the 

three observed research social network sites namely; Medpedia, Epernicus and Medeley. The observers 

participated in activities on the networks such as creating profile, send invitations for friends, add new 

friend, post questions and so on. Based on this, the authors could manage to observe how they collabo-

rate, why they collaborate, who they collaborate with and the rapport between researcher and ordinary 

citizen within the social networking sites. 

3.4 Analysis of Data 

At this point of the report after which data has been collected or gathered, we will proceed by analysing 

the data for the purpose of understanding and gaining insight from the gathered data in order to make 

appropriate interpretations. We are going to focus more on qualitative data analysis because of the na-

ture of the research and we strive to obtain quality and not just ordinary measure of quantity. According 

to Zikmund (2000), data analysis is actually very crucial and needed in order to be able to rearrange and 

summarise data into forms that can be used to make useful interpretations.  In other words, as stated by 

(Marshall and Rossman 1995:111 cited Ghauri and Gronhaug 2005); data analysis is the process that 

would enable the author to bring order, structure and meaning to the mass of gathered data. 

 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994) sited in Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005),  components ( data 

reduction, data display and conclusion drawing) in qualitative data analysis are very important for gen-

eral and useful advice at the stage of data analysis during a research process. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Components of data analysis: Interactive model Source: Miles and Huberman 

(1994:23) 

• Data reduction is the process whereby we select, focus, simplify, abstract and transform our data 

that appears in writing up field notes or transcription. However, this will help us to focus, simplify and 

abstract in order to create meaning from the bunch of words. 

 

• Data display refers to an organized, compressed assembly of information that allows us to draw 

conclusions and taking action. More so, the form of data display can be matrix, figures and so on. 
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3.4.1 Interview Analysis 

The three interviews conducted were all recorded and important points noted in writing during the in-

terviews. The transcript of gathered information were arranged in a logical and coherent manner to aid 

our analysis that is mostly qualitative and the result of our investigation. Two of the interviewees are 

foused and working within medical field specifically one is a medical doctor and the other a development 

researcher within medical field. And the third interviewee is a professor within informatics.  

 The interview questions are designed in such a way to capture interest and awareness about social net-

work sites for research purpose.  

3.4.2 Questionnaire Analysis 

The probability sampling is used to give every person in the population an equal chance and the author 

chose Jönköping, Sweden for conveniences. For the total sample the authors expected at least 150 re-

sponses because we sent the electronic questionnaire via www.kiwisurvey.com to about 600 people. 

However, a total number of 194 responses were received with 184 from the questionnaire sent to general 

public using Jönköping University and 10 from questionnaire sent to specific researchers based on rec-

ommendations from the project group working on the actual research problem. 

The authors decided to divide the questionnaire designed to target two main categories of audiences. 

The first questionnaire was design to gather data from the general public in form of online survey in 

which the questions can be answered via the link sent to their email account. And the second question-

naire was used to collect data from a specific or targeted audience who are professionals, practitioners or 

researchers, be it academic or non-academic. The questionnaires were divided in order to gather neces-

sary data that will be needed for analysis of the research questions and possibly to provide useful sugges-

tion to the initial research problem. Therefore, gathering data from the general public is also important 

as the thesis also involves what outcome or views to get if ordinary citizens were involved in research 

collaboration through social networking sites for research purpose. 

3.4.3 Observation Analysis 

Three currently in use social network sites for research purpose were observed in regards to functionali-
ties and usage. The authors chose to focus on observing functionalities and usage of these sites in order 
to find out the one that is most appropriate to accomadate both researchers or professional in the medi-
cal field and ordinary citizens who are willing to gain useful information and at the same time share 
knowledge and experience. The social network sites observed were www.epernicus.com, 
www.medpedia.com and www.mendeley.com  

3.5 Credibility 

For a research to be credible, the researchers must be able to defend the means or source of any kind of 

data collection utilized and the authors should be able to back up or support any type of data collection 

used (Robson 2007). The thesis or study needs to uphold traces and evidence of credibility for readers of 

the study to believe the result of the study. 

3.6 Reliability 

It is important that a research work is free from error; this makes reliability a mechanism for check in 

order to reduce or minimize error in a research (Yin, 2003).  According to Robson (2007),  if a research 

work could be repeated with possible same methods of data collection as well as under similar condition 

and the outcome of the research is proven to be similar based on result, then such a research work is re-

http://www.epernicus.com/
http://www.medpedia.com/
http://www.mendeley.com/
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liable to believe. However, human behaviour is not constant, it can change at any time, and so there is a 

problem or gap when conducting qualitative research as the outcome might not be the same if the re-

search was attempted again at a fresh try (Merriam, 1994). With our method of primary data collections 

in this thesis, which are mainly semi-structured interviews, observation of SNSs and online survey (ques-

tionnaire). The authors designed same questions, task and activities for every respondent based on cate-

gory of respondent. Therefore, if the process is repeated again; the research can be proven reliable be-

cause each session of the interview was recorded and questionnaires were circulated online and the result 

is readily available online. 

3.7 Validity 

Validity refers to the degree to which methods of data collection actually measure accurately what they 

were intended or expected to measure in the first place (Saunders et. al 2007). More so, validity is of dif-

ferent types; they are construct validity, internal validity and external validity. Construct validity is the ex-

tent to which an operationalization measures the concept which it intends to measure and it is essential 

for meaningful and interpretable research findings and can be checked in different ways. (Zaltman et al., 

1977:44 sited in Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005). Internal validity refers to the extent to which a researcher 

can be able to interpret relationships between variables through a specific research approach. External 

validity is the extent to which the findings can be generalized to particular persons, settings and times, as 

well as a cross kinds of persons settings and times (Ghauri., et al 2005).  Generally, in this thesis we aim 

to ensure that this piece of work is valid by interviewing right people and careful of our sources to gather 

relevant data for accurate measures and verification. 
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4 Result of Empirical Findings 

This chapter of the thesis is focus on the results of the empirical findings from different data collections. This part is im-

portant in our study because it will help to clarify our curiosity in finding about the benefits and disadvantages of involving 

ordinary citizen in research-improvement dialogue, awareness about social network sites for such purpose and ties based on 

weak or strong relationship in light of developing collaboration, that is dialogue via social networking sites. Hence, empirical 

data in this thesis was composed from questionnaires, observation and semi-structured interview conducted. 

The result of interviews conducted and each questionnaire sent out has been divided into various catego-

ries based on the important issue in relation to research findings of the thesis. By doing this, it would 

help facilitate easy understanding of result of the empirical study. However, these categories include the 

followings: Awareness of research social network sites, research collaboration via social networking, ac-

tivities and purpose of using social network sites for research (information, knowledge sharing, connect-

ing and collaborating with colleagues and so on), benefits of using a research social networking, short-

comings and sensitive issues to consider when collaborating for research dialogue through a dynamic so-

cial networking and usage of social networking sites (Reason and what  prompt people to using SNSs for 

research dialogue). Furthermore, the authors will place the empirical gathered data on scrutiny for clarity 

with focus on the each category based on the methods adopted to collect data (Questionnaires and In-

terviews) and also present the result of our first-hand findings of the observations conducted on social 

networking sites mentioned earlier. 

4.1 Awareness of Social Networking Sites for Research Purpose 

It is very important to find out if our targeted respondents were actually aware of any social networking 

sites for research purpose. We believe that awareness about something can bring about curiosity and cu-

riosity can lead to discovery of reality or experience. With focus on this, the authors wanted to find out if 

they knew and belonged to any social networking sites. However, the authors had examined and will 

present the result of their findings about people´s awareness  of some social networking sites currently in 

use through the usage of data from the questionnaire and interviews respectively. 

4.1.1 Empirical Data (Questionnaire) 

The questionnaires were divided into two sections, one for ordinary citizens and the other section for 

non-research professionals and research professionals. Both results will be presented in parallel to each 

other so as to observe certain facts and responses from this group of individuals. 

In regards to awareness of social network sites for research purpose, 80% of researchers or professionals 

actually belonged to some research network with 17% who know they exist, but do not part take in any 

activity through the network. While a hand full (14.13%) of non- researcher/professional actually belong 

to a research social network, thus making them aware of the site and activities of other research in the 

globe. Notwithstanding a great population of 85.87% of this group turns out not belonging to any social 

network sites for research purpose with 65% of this individual lost or say had no clue if such social net-

working sites exit. Thus this gives a view that a total of about 52.52% of the respondent were actually 

aware of such social network sites. 
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Figure 5 Awareness of SNSs for research purpose 

4.1.2 Empirical Data (Interview) 

The three people we interviewed were not aware of any  social networking sites for research purpose but 

they were actually aware and involved in social networking with mostly colleagues and friends for col-

laboration in more or less traditional way. One of them actually belongs to an internal research social 

networking within medical field being a medical doctor. The table below shows their direct responses to 

the question about awareness of social networking sites for research purpose. 

 

Figure 6 Excerpt of interview question on awareness about social network sites 

 

4.2 Research Collaboration through Social Network Sites 

To know or be aware of what activity other people are doing and other people knowing what you are 

doing will definitely be a useful factor and determinant whether there will be a room for collaboration or 

not. If individuals could be able to find out what others are doing and it is of interest to them and both 

parties are willing to interact by working together, in that case there is tendency for collaboration.  
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4.2.1 Empirical Data on Collaboration (Questionnaire) 

In light of collaboration through social networking, 70% of professionals and 71.74% of non- research-

ers believed  research works should be collaborative, but it raises the question in which form should the 

collaboration be done. Most of the respondents agreed on basic or traditional form of collaboration 

which is conducted and evolved around friends, colleagues, project groups and those they know very 

well. However, a handful of these individual were willing to go beyond normal boundaries of collabora-

tion especially through the social networking sites despite the sensitive issues such as trust, privacy con-

cern and obstacle they may encounter. More so, 52.17% of non-researchers compare to 17.65% of re-

searchers are willing to collaborate via social networking with an open mind regardless the ranging issues 

of time, effort and resources required to put into the network. Additionally, 20% of the non-researchers 

appreciate and prefer collaboration through social networking sites for research purpose  rather  than 

ordinary social networking sites. See the the diagram below for graphical information. 

 

 

Figure 7  Research collaboration via social networking online 
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4.2.2 Empirical Data on Collaboration (Interview) 

 

Figure 8 Excerpt of interview question on collaboration 

 

4.3 Activities and Purpose of using Social Networking Sites for 
Research Collaboration 

The authors find it fascinating and useful for their analysis to find out about the activities and purpose of 

using social network sites by putting into consideration the basic use and purpose of the sites. With this, 

the analysis would be able to reveal the trend as to why people use social networking sites for collabora-

tion and research purpose. However, quite a good percentage of people  gave a different remarkable per-

spective as to why they use the sites and how often they use them to keep in touch with other research-

ers and collaborate with other people. The diagrams below depict the responses from different people 

based on the authors survey. 
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Empirical Data on Using SNSs for Research (Questionnaire) 

 

 

Figure 9 Activities and purpose of using SNSs (Researcher and professional category) 

 

Figure 10 Activities and purpose of using SNSs (General category both researcher and non researcher) 

 

From both diagrams above one can observe that the social groups and others associated with specific re-

search domain; learning/knowledge sharing was the most reason as to why they use the sites. The high-

est percentage of researchers tend to collaborate especially with co-workers, projects mates/colleagues. 

While on the other hand, most of the non-applicable came with a higher percentage as a result of them 

not being aware of the SNSs for research purpose. However, people use SNSs for various reasons and 

needs, for instance; one respondent in the general group that consist of both researcher and non-

researcher/ professional group said: 
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“Depending on my focus at the time, when it comes to doing research I like to be part of groups which continuously provide 

information that I can use. If I am able to contact experts in the field and ask those questions to clarify some of my needs, 

that would make me continue to use the social network. And moreover security issues, trust and how collaborators react to 

each other  will make me use this site, not just the architecturally structure and the popularity of the site.” 

Furthermore, about 30% of the professionals being informed of these sites via friends and colleagues 

with a greater percentage of 62.92% out of those non-researchers who belong to a research social net-

working site, while awareness is mostly derived from project/research works (58% and 31% from re-

searchers and non-researchers respectively). A remarkable percentage of the respondents turn out to col-

laborate with work colleagues, companies, researchers, and project group summing up to 88.19%. This 

envisages how hard it is for many individual to collaborate, be aware of activities of other in a shared 

space (the research social network site) and post information easily as they build their network for col-

laboration with those they know and in their research domain. Therefore, this makes collaboration a 

hurdle but at the same time many focus on issue of the architectural construction of the sites. Notwith-

standing, many of these individuals are open up to all options as to widen their scopes especially when it 

can benefit others. For example, one of the respondents on a research network said:  

“Human societies vary with lots of independent factors affecting their openness to innovation but a stand of change makes 

all assemble”. For instance, see the figure below to observe factors that could hinder collaboration or 

stimulate it (such as time , strong ties, needs and openness) based on interview conducted. 

 

Figure 11 Excerpt of interview question on usefulness of social network sites 

4.3.1 Benefits of Using Social Network Sites for Research Purpose 

The advantages of using social networking sites such as knowledge and information sharing, learning, 

collaboration, reductions of distances from movement etc. actually reflected on each based on their in-

tentions. But this turn another page of what the scenario/situation of those who are not researcher or 

professional like students, lay citizens etc. and how does one envision their participations. This strikes a 

point toward many non-researchers as to why they do not belong and know so much about research so-

cial networking sites. At the same time, considering sensitive issues on the part of researchers on whom 

to trust and which sites meet up to their standard. 

From a researcher 

“Well, it depends. Patients can get help from specialists; students can get advice from researchers. But if a person has no 

background in the area of the research network it can be difficult for the person to understand what is going on in this area, 

that is to really participate in a social network for research purpose can be difficult. However, researcher can get interesting 
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hints and ideas from ordinary citizens, that is researchers may learn what is really important for the society (not only what 

is important for writing publications).” 

From Epernicus and Medpedia the observed social networking sites, goes respectively: 

"A wise man can learn more from a foolish question than a fool can learn from a wise answer".  

“Professional groups think, express and speak professionally from a professional set. However, this view may be less valua-

ble than to have input by the very ones that the professionals serve but it is important to have lay person´s  input. So, if it 

comes to integrating ordinary citizens into professional networks, I would say it would be to the networks advantage, as no 

one can boast of fully informed, but may lower the involvement and interest of various researchers” 

4.3.2 Shortcoming and Sensitive Issues about Social Network Sites 

This reflects on issues like who to trust, confidentiality, security, standards of the network, benefits of 

sites and others which portray some shortcomings and motivations towards collaborations and at the 

same time, rendering the development of research collaboration via social networking sites a bit difficult. 

Despite the shortcoming, some of the researchers and professional are still willing to share information 

in order to spread useful knowledge and learning for a better research. In addition, those sensitive issues 

mentioned earlier still pose a barrier or shortcoming to collaboration for research on social networking 

sites. For further explanation of people´s responses regarding those sensitive issues, see the table below 

of the interview conducted for further clarifications. 

 

Figure 12 Interview excerpt on Shortcomings about Scoial Network Sites 

 

 

4.4 Observations of Social Network Sites for Research Collabora-
tion 

Social networking sites could be for specific networks or purpose such as for entertainment (YouTube), 

business (LinkedIn), leisure (Facebook), collaboration and so on. Based on our observation of different 
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research social networking sites, we came across currently used social networking sites for research net-

works such as Medpedia , Mendeley, ResearchGate and Epernicus. The authors participated on three of 

these social networking websites mainly for research and collaboration, namely Medpedia, Mendeley, and 

Epernicus to see how they function in terms of how people collaborate. Below are the descriptions, 

functionality and uses of the observed social networking sites for research purpose and collaboration. 

4.4.1 Medpedia 

This is a new model network platform that focuses on the sharing and advancement of in-formation and 

knowledge about health, medicine and the body within medical professionals and the general public. The 

users of this application varies from individual hospitals, consumers, medical and scientific journals, 

medical schools, research institutes, physicians, medical associations, for-profit and non-profit organiza-

tions, patients, policy makers, students, non-professionals, medical professionals, scientists etc. Medpedia 

is centred mostly on health issues but at the same time information and data can be gained by ordinary 

citizens like students or patient (general public) on certain health issues. 

It is sub-divided into two distinct sections: 

1)  The Medpedia wiki which is more of collaborative encyclopedia and resource for information about 

health, medicine, lay-public and the body. 

2)  Professional Network & Directory for medical professionals, any person whose career in medicine 

and health leads them to have special expertise they can share with this community and medical organi-

zations, which can register to receive their own area on the platform. 

Some of the intended uses of the social network platform from both angles include: 

 Free registration and use as well as customized professional network for organizations. 

 Opportunity of knowledge sharing and communications tool for working groups and associa-

tions. 

 Recruiting tool for research collaborators, grants, and employment. 

 Professional address book for colleagues of all disciplines and communities of interest 

 Dynamic platform for advancing medical knowledge and information. 

 Means of insight and new knowledge for medical professionals. (www.medpedia.com). 

 

4.4.2 Mendeley 

“It is time we change the way we do research”. Mendeley is the most recent model platform; free aca-

demic and reference manager social network with much functionality of organizing, sharing and discov-

ering of research papers well as research projects, collaborations of users with others online and find out 

about the latest research. It is a multi-disciplinary management tool that explores research trends and link 

to each other. In priority to it purpose, it takes into consideration varieties of view as in the changing na-

ture of technology and the world thus tries to portrait a different image on how scientist conduct and 

share their re- search. It has options of 

 Automatically generate bibliographies for easy use. 

 Collaboration made easy online to build personal research network with other researchers. 

http://www.medpedia.com/
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 Easy to import, share download papers/articles from other research software. 

 Discovering relevant papers based on what you’re reading from different academic/research 

domain. 

 Functionality to access your papers from anywhere online. 

 Form groups and invite friends to collaborate and share with other researchers 

 Mendeley cross-platform can also store your documents in the cloud to make document man-

agement painless 

In the focus of our research topic, one see that Mendeley portray aspects of collaborations as it increases 

research productivity and synergies between researchers working in a project and build networks of 

more collaborators along the process with a share network or library for members and teams to provide 

the followings: 

1. Closed & secure research collaboration spaces: Create closed project groups and invite your col-

leagues and lab mates. Assign tasks, and discuss your research projects – everything stays pri-

vate. Project updates are delivered to your persona- lized Mendeley Dashboard in real-time. 

2. Enhanced collaborative annotation & notes sharing: Create shared research paper libraries, and 

share your virtual interpretation with colleagues anywhere in the world – great for research col-

laboration and close network clubs. 

3. Possibility of public reading lists & RSS feeds: Make public collections of re- search papers, sub-

scribe to collection updates and embed them on personal blog. Good for , sharing reading, 

journal clubs lists, making research output available as RSS feeds. 

4. Networking with fellow researchers: Search the top experts in any discipline, find and see who’s 

researching what, build your personal research network and stay up to date about your collabo-

rators and colleagues projects. 

5. Building ones owns academic and research profile: Developing ones academic profile lets others 

explore and find out your expertise and increases ones visibility in the scholarly community. 

Updates of research profiles of others displayed on your Mendeley Dashboard newsfeed. 

(www.mendeley.com) 

 

4.4.3 Epernicus 

The Network is a public-accessible social networking platform for research scientists. Epernicus has 

three different applications which can be linked up; therefore a registered member to this network plat-

form can link to the other two platforms, which are: 

1. Epernicus | Clinical Research Systems, designing, creating and operating online systems to in-

crease the efficiency and quality of clinical research processes. 

2. Epernicus | Solutions, offering private social networking solutions to accelerate seren- dipity in-

side research-centric companies and organizations. 

Epernicus Solutions offers private expertise finding and networking solutions for research institu-

tions in industry and academia. Based on the unique Epernicus platform and tailored to organiza-

http://www.medeley.com/
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tion's structure and needs, Epernicus Solutions can help researchers communicate and collaborate 

more effectively across groups, departments and locations through the following means: 

 Increasing awareness and cross-pollination:  Help researchers to learn more about each oth-

er's backgrounds and work. It also helps in terms of new discoveries and best practices 

spread throughout the organization. 

 Opportunity to connect with internal expertise: Your researchers have accumulated years of 

valuable expertise in and outside their current field. Tap this internal value by helping re-

searchers find the right internal expert at the right time. 

 Extract value from resources:  Promote the use of new technologies by more people in your 

organization. Help your researchers find existing internal equipment and reagents for their 

experiments. 

 Building bridges between silos: Help your researchers connect and collaborate across divi-

sions, locations and competencies. Integrate new employees and acquired companies into 

the way you work. 

 Recognition and motivation for good work: Engage with your community of researchers. 

Use the network as a venue to recognize great work and progress on a regular basis. 

(www.epernicus.com) 

The observation of these social networking sites for research and collaboration facilitate the understand-

ing of what user can contribute and gain in return using these social services. The authors managed to 

gather some information from different respondents who made known to us how they act and envision 

collaboration via social networking sites. For instance, four respondents on Medpedia expressed their 

views about collaboration on SNSs, one from the health sector said: 

 “Research Social networks allow me to build network, share ideas, learn and inform others of current 

trends, statistics and anything else that may be topical. I enjoy exchanging ideas with other healthcare 

marketing professionals and believe we can create better products for our institutions and our patients 

by collaboration.” 

This came with other discussion as many others provide how this has been resourceful from research 

networking site as they (non- researchers/ professional) gained very useful information and  this profes-

sional site has changed people’s life by providing them with knowledgeable resources on certain topics 

by medical professionals instead of actually moving around and paying certain bills. The comment of the 

respondent goes thus: 

“This platform provided me with the inside information that save my daughter’s life and some basic 

health ideas that one cannot get during doctors consultations” 

More so, looking at another research social networking site called Mendeley; most of the users are pro-

fessional but no restrictions on users. The site is an open hand of platform, networking, blogs and many 

other things available. It is a dynamic and flexible social network toward users’ purpose. For instance, a 

respondent said: 

“I think this site is fabulous as what I want I get from articles to opinions from researcher in various do- 

mains and perspective. Collaboration need not be in a closet, help can be given to you as one see the 

most read and recent articles/journals of others and at the same time, help can be proposed to you de-

pending on your question and needs”. 

http://www.epernicus.com/
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The Mendeley research social network site architecture has made it possible for one to collaborate with 

others especially those in the same field with actually being friends due to profile building of each per-

son, thus articles read and most posted article by your favourite researchers can be viewed and obtained 

from the article/journal database. Below is the quote of a response obtained: 

“I follow the work of a group of researcher who are spread over the USA as to gain more understanding of their work. 

Presently, I collaborate with them by getting personal suggestions on interesting subjects and papers to read. The main fact is 

I collaborate with this people without knowing them and where they are, but just our common goals has lead us to collabora-

tion and definitely reduces my stress of moving around from place to place and conferences. Thus my perception of collabora-

tions is widely open and has prompted me of being more socially aware of my environment”. 

Finally, Epernicus a research social network sites; one of the users gave a comment from another angle 

which gave an insight that they are aware of some other research social networking sites. The respondent 

said ; “I rather prefer researchgate network for researchers since it is more serious scientific on the topics 

while this site is more on increasing awareness and cross-pollination of others work within groups and 

department” thus proving more information and directions of others on site due to their purpose, inten-

tions and desires of using  the site. The more one is in a group, has friends and followers the easier it be-

comes to collaborate with these people and as a result, trust is not an issue during discussions within this 

network. But the extent to which one provides all its data is limited (this is out of the human nature).  

With all these in mind, asking questions and participation via the sites make the users to provide their 

various purposes of usage, motivations and how the usage has impact their viewpoints both in real life 

and collaboration. 
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5 Analysis 

In this part of the thesis, the empirical finding of the study with the theoretical frame work will be used for the analysis of 

the research questions in order to provide answers or suggestions to the research questions with focus on the research purpose 

and objectives.  

This part is divided into two distinct sections which are benefits and challenges of involving ordinary cit-

izens in research-improvement dialogue through social networking sites and impact of strong and weak 

ties on the relationships between researchers and ordinary citizens based on how social networks can 

help. 

5.1 Benefits and Challenges of involving Ordinary Citizens in Re-
search-Improvement  Dialogue. 

The author´s first research question help facilitate the understanding of benefits and challenges involved 

in research-improvement dialogue between ordinary citizens and researchers and how the present social 

situation, actions and activities of individuals or member in a shared environment or community that can 

lead to collaborations as well as who they are willing to collaborate with. Based on the authors empirical 

data, some researchers/individuals were willing to collaborate for research work but only with a particu-

lar group of people such as colleagues, friends and others in most cases. Therefore, there must be rea-

sons for that and we hope this will pave a way to provide answers to the second research question of this 

study by knowing why and how social network can help. 

5.1.1 RQ1: What are the benefits and Challenges of involving ordinary citi-
zens in research-improvement dialogue? 

With a great relevance and emphasis to this study, the authors regard ordinary citizens to be any person 

who is not a researcher in a particular domain. Therefore, an ordinary citizen can be a student, patient, 

lay person or any person in the general public. To involve an ordinary citizen to participate in establish-

ing collaboration for research-improvemnet dialogue through dynamic social networking is very crucial 

to this study. However, the involvement of ordinary citizens could be challenging or be of benefits to re-

search collaboration and this is what the authors will unfold and present in this part or section of the 

thesis. 

According to Kaenampornpan M. (2004), humans only manage to interact in high contextualized man-

ners as they cannot really integrate and totally comprehend the fortune of others activities aims, inten-

tions and states. As a result, the dynamic nature of computing services and the technological world has 

placed potential effect and influence on user’s activities and relationships amongst each other. However, 

the way people view social networking sites can actually affect the way they will collaborate and act in the 

network. Notwithstanding, most research works are collaborative within the research groups and with 

the benefit and information revolution (social media) that draws mass populations of individuals to par-

ticipating in social networking activities. They use this tool to enhance their interaction and at the same 

time to reduce obstacles as well as reaching new divergent ideas and improve learning. 

With reference to the authors´ empirical study, if a person did not belong to an environment (social net-

working) where the person was carrying out specific research-dialogue or knew others who actually carry 

out such activities, it might be difficult to actually be socially aware of such research social networking 

talk less of belonging and participating in the networks. For instance, quoting directly some of the re-

spondents based on the gathered empirical data: 

“Professional groups think, express and speak professionally from a professional set. However, this view may be less valua-

ble than to have input by the very ones that the professionals serve…” (Non- researcher). 
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“I think individuals should stick to their domains and levels otherwise it would make me less interested. It is better to have 

separate places” (Researcher). 

To analyse these two statements above, it is very obvious that there might be some challenges to involve 

ordinary citizens in research collaboration because of differences based on individual experience, 

knowledge, mind-set and perceptions on both part of the researchers and ordinary citizens. In compari-

son to all these perceptions, it is understandable that researchers can benefit from involving ordinary cit-

izen and vice-versa but at the same time it could be of disadvantages. For instance, some researchers re-

sponded to the research question stating: 

“Well, it depends. Patients can get help from specialists; students can get advice from researchers. But if a person has no 

background in the area of the research network it can be difficult for the person to understand what is going on in this area, 

that is to really participate in a research social network can be difficult. However, researcher can get interesting hints and 

ideas from ordinary citizens, that is researchers may learn what is really important for the society (not only what is im-

portant for writing publications”). 

“They put the ordinary problem solving perspective on things and what use the research can have in practice in the end”. 

In summary of the empirical data the authors gathered on assessing and analysing the challenges and 

benefits to involving ordinary citizens in research collaborations, the tables below show most of the not-

ed issues. 

 

Figure 13 Benefits and Challenges 

5.1.2 Benefits of Involving Ordinary Citizen in Research Collaboration 

 Increase learning on both the part of the researchers and that of ordinary citizens in the sense 

that researchers could get hints and ideas that can be useful for publications and on-going re-

search project that will not only benefit the research but might also impact the society positively 

as well. On the other hand, ordinary citizens can learn new things in their area of interest and 

concern. 

 Information search and awareness is made possible because of diverse involvement of different 

kind of people sharing information and knowledge that can be useful to anyone in need of such 

information. However, it is said that the internet of information has greatly outnumbers the in-

ternet of things which vastly outnumbers the internet of people. Therefore, as many of our re-

spondents greatly agreed that whenever there is need for information it should not be difficult 

to find it because the information is openly shared. 
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 To be able to seek collaboration and assistance in a particular research domain is an advantage 

to both the researchers and ordinary citizens as researchers can collaborate with ordinary citi-

zens and vice-versa. For instance, a medical doctor can gain first-hand information of a particu-

lar disease from a patient who has the disease rather than only reading the medical journal. The 

same goes for the patient who can gain information from a specialist in a particular research 

domain. 

 Sharing knowledge and personal experience that could be useful in a particular research project 

cannot be underestimated. 

 New contact/relationship can be established which will bring about social awareness that can 

impact research collaboration. 

5.1.3 Challenges of Involving Ordinary Citizen in Research-Improvement di 
alogue 

 Many preferred to collaborate with colleagues, friends etc. making them to stay in a closed set, 

thereby making it difficult for others (even researchers) to get into this network of individuals. 

Thus becoming a pertinent hurdle for ordinary persons who are not related to this research do-

main and group to be aware of what one is doing. 

 Research collaboration and work is based mostly on trust. But when it comes to collaboration 

through dynamic social networks, it raises the question of whom you collaborate with, security 

issues of impersonation and confidentiality. Thus, this does not make it difficult for an ordinary 

person not to believe all the information that they obtain especially with the perceived image of 

social network nor is it easy to get into the closed set of researchers to gain more information 

without knowing them or being trustworthy based on justify relationships. 

 Complex privacy issues arise as where to draw the line, what are the boundaries and line to what 

information to share and risk one can encounter to share sensitive data. Thus, making many in-

dividuals uncertain about what to share and how to interact. 

 Some of the researchers are sceptical on who to trust and what to share; hence if it is not easy 

for many researchers and it might not be easy for ordinary citizens to share their private infor-

mation. 

To conclude our findings in reference and connection to bridging and bonding social capital, it revealed 

that the stronger the ties the lesser the issues of trust and privacy. However, we discovered that the 

weaker the ties the more the advantages to everyone in the shared networks. 
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5.2 Impact of strong and Weak Ties 

The bridging and bonding of social capital presented in our theoretical framework builds a concrete part 

to answer our second research question together with the result of our empirical findings of the study. 

The authors’ second research question is stated below: 

5.2.1 RQ2: How can Social Networks help? 

An issue that keeps occurring throughout the study was the ability of the research social networking sites 

to facilitate the bridging interactions and connectivity between researcher and ordinary citizen as well as 

maintaining strong and weak ties to facilitate research collaboration, that is research-improvement dia-

logue. It is obvious that both strong and weak ties can result into an increased level of social capital be-

cause of the accumulated resources based on the relationships and ties. However, not all the online in-

teraction and socialization between researcher and ordinary citizen usually relate to research work but 

there was a link between them in terms of information and knowledge sharing. 

In reference to Putman´s theory regarding strong ties which is associated with bonding social capital, the 

pre-existing relationships will play a very important role in terms of whom to collaborate with on social 

networking sites. The type of relationships such as close friends or colleagues will determine the extent 

and readiness to share valuable information and knowledge because of trust and confidentiality. This 

means there is tendency to restriction in terms of sharing of information and knowledge instead of free 

flow of such information and knowledge because people usually find it difficult to trust who they do not 

know very well. Therefore, the impact of strong ties is a bit negative in term of involving various re-

searchers and ordinary citizens on social network sites to facilitate collaboration. 

However, bridging social capital which is the theory explained in association with weak ties, that is, a re-

lationship that embraces people from different background, age, beliefs, norm, and culture and so on. 

This type of relationship brings about connections between different people and due to this the social 

horizon is expanded and opposing perspectives are harmonized. In other words, people from different 

networks could connect and possibly share or exchange resources such as information and knowledge 

with wide variety of connections. The pattern of weak ties is actually promising and more positive to in-

volve researchers and ordinary citizens on social network sites to collaborate. As a result, our study re-

vealed why and who researcher and ordinary citizen would like to collaborate with in the first place. 

Meanwhile, for there to be collaboration, awareness of such networks is very crucial to bridge relation-

ships gaps or connections in terms of knowing about what others are doing. 

In reference to the results of our empirical study, quite a number of respondents are actually socially 

aware of the  phenomenon of dynamic social networking, in this case both online and offline. But the is-

sue is that many of them did not know about any research social network sites such as Researchgate, 

Medeley, Medpedia, Epernicus and so on and so forth. And according to our standard, the people who 

did not know about these social network sites for research are not socially aware. This actually brings 

about reflections on issues that many thought and assumed Social Networks Sites for research purpose 

are mostly for professionals and never takes the time to know or even participate in activities on these 

social networking sites.  

Most of the non-researcher respondents make a point of the fact that either this will not meet their in-

tended objectives because they already assumed it was designed for researchers or they might not have 

the mind set and expression of professionals or that these sites may not have being built for them.  On 

the other hand, most of the researchers pointed out issues of time, effort and resource implementation 

as a great deal for them to belong and be active on social networking sites and are not so confident 

about how the activities and security is done.  More so, if many are socially aware, who are they collabo-

rating with? The finding made us to know that they were collaborating with mostly friends and col-

leagues. See the tables below for comparison. 
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Figure 14 Collaborations (General public that consist of both researcher and non researcher 

 

Figure 15 Collaborations (Specific audience: Researcher only) 

 

Furthermore, if respondents were collaborating with mostly friends on social network followed by col-

leagues and project groups based on the result from the general public while on other hand from specific 

audience such as professionals and researcher, the respondents were willing to collaborate with col-

leagues followed by researchers. 

In   accordance with the result of the empirical findings, most of respondents reflect re- search collabo-

rations as a very interesting domain and are viable to suggestions and improvements. Out of the 70% of 

researchers who believes in collaborations, 17.65% actually do collaborate with an open mind despite 

hurdles of security, trust etc. While the rest actually collaborate, but moves around a close space of 

friend, project colleagues and groups and within an internal social network. Most of the researchers did 

prefer their standard and traditional form of research collaborations such as FP7, EUREKA, etc. This 

can be seen due to their age, experience, research ethics, and technological evolutions that make these 

people not keen to embrace the changing environment. 
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In a nut shell, as subjects (users or individuals) purpose and motivations varies, a realisation of the im-

pression made by the idea of one knowing what is happening, who is doing what in its close environ-

ment is quite growing as people are increasing and willing to share information, collaborate and gain 

knowledge with the means of this tool. Mwanza and Engeström (2005) states that: the perspective  of  

information/knowledge sharing and gaining, learning and collaborating illuminate the potential impact 

of new tools as social networks for transforming activities and those who engage in it. But many con-

cerns are raise as in what kind of information and what extent are they ready to participate considering 

security, confidentiality etc. which could lead to trust and privacy concerns. For instance, a respondent 

mentioned that: 

“I have never tried it but it sounds interesting. Social networks are popular now and possibly a good medium or infrastruc-

ture to build research collaboration upon them. The condition is that this collaboration should give some benefit to the re-

searcher. However since research collaboration is based on trust due to research ethics I would not trust a person I have never 

met in person. He/she could for example be impersonating somebody like a well-known researcher.” 

Another barrier was age, as many of the old people from 50 and above turns not to focus so much on 

social networking as to them it is time consuming, and moreover they want to stick to their 

old/traditional form of collaborating via phone calls, meeting and mailing each other etc. Another com-

ment from a respondent was: 

“I know social network is a mediating tool but uncertainty still sits in the minds of many people in my age” 

This is an indication that as much as persons are socially aware issues like trust, age and cultural/social 

ethics will hinder the development of collaborations via social networks as many will always want to stick 

to what they feel comfortable and secure with. Also, it shows that even with the benefits one ripes out 

when using media platform like social net- working site. Many still have doubts and fear, not only as they 

are sceptical to technological changes but that of the risk to share their data or information. 

One of our interviewees said: 

“Collaborating with new person and sharing data is not a big issue but will have little worries at the start as to what ex-

tent, privacy and boundaries, ethics and confidentiality but nonetheless, I care about information sharing because I know 

how beneficial it is especially in my domain of health”.  However, the possible factors of these trends of distinc-

tion and differentiations will definitely lead us to find out about the challenges and benefits of involving 

ordinary citizens to participate in establishing research collaboration which is the next question to answer 

in this study. 
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6 Conclusion 

The proceeding chapter answers the purpose of this thesis which is to, through observations of social network sites for re-

search purpose and interviews to provide empirical analysis of the relationships between researcher and ordinary citizen in 

terms of bridging and bonding social capital, awareness as well as advantages and disadvantages of involving ordinary citi-

zens.  

To provide concrete answers to the research questions, the purpose of the study is fulfilled as explained 

below. In summary; there is a positive impact in terms of collaboration, that is information and 

knowledge sharing within various networks observed despite  the weak ties relationships. 

 RQ1: What are the benefits and challenges of involving ordinary citizens in a research-

improvement dialogue with researchers? 

Ordinary citizens use social networking and online technologies to synchronize group activities like gain 

and share knowledge and also to get awareness of recent development and activities that can be useful 

for them. Social network has not only aid lay person activities but also created new ways for them to 

share and gain creative facts and knowledge (Ploderer B, Steve Howard & Peter Thomas 2010). Mean-

while, researchers and professionals turned to build a network of research to gain the synergies on their 

research and shared aspects which make them collaborate more especially when they lay a basic ground 

and later leads to trust. As a result, it will give them the opportunity to share their experiences and not 

only to the general public through a media but also to othe researcher to enhance their works and pro-

ject which will later plunge to the benefits of ordinary citizens. On the other hand, those who are not so-

cially aware will definitely miss out on this dynamic way to communicate, collaborate and sharing 

knowledge and information with researchers and professionals but does not mean they do not have oth-

er means to collaborate. 

The authors found that the advantages of involving ordinary citizens to participate in establishing re-

search collaboration through dynamic social networking actually outweigh the disadvantages despite all 

odds and sensitive issues such as trust, privacy and sceptics of some researchers. In others words, some 

of the researchers were enthusiastic to collaborate with ordinary citizens. Overall, the study revealed pos-

itive result that despite weak ties, the willingness to collaborate is far more than the obstacles perceived 

in the course of establishing such collaboration.  

 

 RQ2: How can Social Networks help? 

In the course of the findings, the authors discovered that social network sites for research purpose, es-

pecially the observed ones which were www.mendeley.com, www.medpedia.com, and 

www.epernicus.com  are dynamic social network platforms where power of interaction and collaboration 

are so great, and at the same time breaking the barrier of closed environment between researchers and 

ordinary citizen. The most useful and relevant site in regards to our  research is medpedia because it was 

specifically built for reasearchers in the medical field and it allowed participation of ordinary citizen to 

gain useful information and also sharing their experiences. More so, the impact on collaboration was 

positive despite weak ties being dominant in most of these social network sites. The author also per-

ceived that extension of social interaction between individuals in the social networks were made possible 

to improve existing relationships through facilitating contacts. As a result, social networks help to reduce 

the gap between them and create a platform for improved collaboration. Meanwhile, those who were 

connected based on weak ties even produced more benefits and advantages than anticipated.   

 

http://www.mendeley.com/
http://www.medpedia.com/
http://www.epernicus.com/
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7 Discussion 

In this chapter, the authors of this thesis presented final discussion, criticism of the study, judgement on method used as well 

as some findings not directly connected to the purpose of this study. In addition, we would present suggestion to the project 

team working on the actual research problem and suggestion in relation to future research as conclusion of this part. 

7.1 Final Disscusion and Reflection 

Despite the rising development, desire and easy manner of social networking sites, it may turn not to 

provide the adequate information to specific audience. One respondent from our survey said; 

“We need to make money out of our profession, so providing all these information to others online for free will limit our cli-

ents, financial chargers for their knowledge and at the same time we need our approval/praises for the projects” 

“When it comes to health, the quality I give to a patient is different when I participate online as it goes to a general audience 

but nonetheless it helps those who asked” 

Additionally, in as much as a great deal of individuals are getting to know more about social network 

sites for research purpose and it activities, the easier it will become to develop and facilitate tailoring ac-

tivities through these social networking sites to better suit the desire and goals of participants which may 

bring about improvement in establishing and developing collaboration among several individuals par-

ticularly researchers in the medical field and ordinary citizens. 

7.2 Criticism of the Study 

The method chose and used to gather information is a platform for justifiable criticism because the pri-

mary data include both qualitative and quantitative empirical data collection but the focus of this study 

was more on qualitative data analysis. However, the authors belived it may have been more beneficial to 

the research if we had solely focused on one social networking site for research pupose as a case study, 

because it would have allowed more indepth findings. At the same time, this could have enriched the re-

search by providing more insight to the phenomenon. 

More so, the authors had only few semi-structured interview and large response rate on questionnaire 

sent to the general public. Based on this, a better approach appropriate for the semi-structured interview 

may have consisted of large number of such interviews with greater number of different interviewees 

because it will help to focus on group that is more relevant to the study and gain more dynamic perspec-

tives. 

7.3 Suggestion to Project Team 

In reference to the analysis and finding of this study, the authors would like to suggest to the project 

team that social networking offline will play an inevitable role in establishing collaboration because most 

offline relationships are often characterised and embedded in strong ties. Therefore, if these strong rela-

tionships could be furthered online through social networking sites, the spread out of weak ties can be 

established in order to curtail the closed networks that is mostly built on strong ties. 

7.4 Further Research 

In reference to our study, we discovered that further studies could still investigate areas not covered in 

this finding such as insvestigating whether research collaboration through social networking sites based 

on weak ties can actually impact collaboration in a positive way . It would be fascinating to experience 

the spread out of such social networking sites in Sweden within the domain of research collaboration, at 

the same time involving various domains and disciplines in order to bridge the gap on information 

awareness and knowledge sharing between ordinary citizens and researchers. 
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Appendices 

Appendix  A Questionnaire (General Public) 
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Appendix B  Questionnaire (Researcher/Professional) 
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Appendix C Interview (Researcher/Professional) 

1. What is your professional background/domain? 

2. Do you know of any research networks sites?  

3. Do you believe research should be collaborative through social networking site? 

4. Who do you collaborate if you belong to any?  

5. When sharing information what factors do you consider? (security, trust, confidentiality, image, etc.) 

6. What is your view on research collaboration through dynamic social networking? 

7. Whom do you collaborate with? 

8. Do you think people will be willing to share their information? 

9. Do you think the involvement of ordinary citizen would beneficial or problematic?  

10. Do you think the system should help to connect collaborators or not? 
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